
 

 

 

 
THE STORY 

 
of May 2001, THE MOTHER appeared to me. thOn the 13 

 
It happened on the Glastonbury Tor in England, after  I’ve been walking for 3 days in the sacred pool of the 

goddess, which is situated at the bottom of the hill, and stated in front of mother earth and the whole universe my 

wish to be of service to the goddess in our world. And, indeed, in the same night I had an experience that 
changed my life forever. 

 

It was a freezing night; I climbed up the hill in freezing fierce winds, and arrived, completely frozen, to the top of 

the hill. There, an amazing, tremendous and beautiful being appeared in front of me. She presented herself as 
THE MOTHER, and told me that she asks to return through me the energies of the Cosmic Mother, the Great 

Goddess, to humanity and Mother Earth as a whole. 

 
She explained that I will be the beginning of a large net that will materialize around mother earth, like a growing 

hug of love. 

 

Once the explanation was over - an amazing bright light cut the sky like lightening, the earth began to shake 
under my feet and the freezing winds came to a sudden stop. Suddenly, a split of a second later I felt my head 

crack open and all the winds, the shakes and the lights were inside of me! The experience was amazing, 

wonderful and shocking at the same time. 
 

Several seconds later the winds resumed and hit my face, the lights outside and inside disappeared, THE 

MOTHER was inside me. Now I heard her from inside. 
 

When I recovered myself, the first thing I managed to ask her was”Are you a witch?” she gave me an answer I’ll 

never forget: “It depends on your definition for wisdom”. 

Then, THE MOTHER asked me why am I sitting in the freezing winds, I answered that this is where our 
conversation began, her response was that from now on she is inside me and we’ll be together everywhere. 

The rest of the conversation took place at the bottom of the hill in a windless spot. 

THE MOTHER explained to me that I should give her to people, and that she is like fire – you can take a wood, 
light it from the fire and then with it light more fires, and it won’t reduce the original fire. In the same way THE 

MOTHER will always stay with me, and with those who will pass her on. On the other hand, for those who 

receive her and won’t pass her on to others,  her fire will die out, and THE MOTHER, will leave them. 
The rest of the conversation turned around the subject of creating the web. I received exact instructions that I and 

whoever wants to be part of the web should follow
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 


